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previously. The light and sound functions work correctly. However, the light also lights up the
front of the loco so the inside of the nose may need to be painted black. This loco is in the
original box but there is no instructions in the original box nor does the B unit have the foam
cradle. The A unit is also missing the two horns. I'm not sure why but the orange on the loco is
orange, not the yellowish as seen in some of the photos. Evidently my camera did not like the
orange under the LED lights and changed it somewhat. Also, the foam insert for the B unit is
missing but it is wrapped for safe travel. The Regal 42 FXO is truly a one of a kind
outboard-powered sport yacht. Incredible performance, outboard versatility, and premium
luxury come together for endless entertainment and relaxation at incredible destinations.
Thanks to the addition of outboard power the 42 FXO becomes the ultimate sandbar hopper.
The 36 XO is extraordinary in every sense of the word. From the multi-position bow seating, to
the immense space in the aft thanks to the two outboard engines, you will have plenty of room
for you and your guests for a weekend away on the water. Venture down into the cabin, which
boasts a California Queen and a spacious settee, the 36 XO will give you everything you need
and more. Immerse yourself in the wonder of the 36 Grande Coupe. Fit for your weekend
adventures on the water to day excursions with your family and guests, the 36 is sure to meet
and exceed every expectation you have. Find exceptional innovation at the open bow with
Multi-Position seating, the refreshment center in the open-air salon, and the convertible
face-to-face seating in the aft cabin. The Regal 38 Grande Coupe is unparalleled in its luxurious
style, size, and upscale amenities. With endless entertainment and relaxation, whether in the
sun or the salon the 38 Grand Coupe sets a new standard. Boasting a spacious flybridge, open
air atrium, and the most innovative luxury in nearly 50 years of boating excellence, the 42 Fly is
truly in a class of its own. Whether you are looking for a fun day on the water or the ultimate
memory making machine for a trip to uncharted territory, the 42 Fly has you covered.
Combining luxury, innovation and the flexibility of outboard power, this Regal provides you the
freedom to bring the entire family on whatever adventure you embark on. The Regal 35 Sport
Coupe is exceptional in performance, comfort and style. Enjoy luxurious comfort on deck, and
indulge in the premium amenities found down below in the expansive cabin space. Bold and
prestigious, the 33 Express makes a statement worthy of conversation. Enhance your boating
experience with incredible on-board storage and the possibilities of outboards to venture where
you never thought possible. True to its name, the Sports Activity Vessel is a seamless and
elegant combination of sporting, day boating and overnighting. The 33 SAV is a collaboration of
features and options dedicated to achieving the title, the ultimate go anywhere action-packed
model perfect for any activity. This unparalleled versatility, combined with premium luxury
results in an unrivaled, do-it-all, outboard powered day-yacht with overnighting capabilities. The
29 OBX is the culmination of luxury outboard powered boating. Combining the luxury and
innovation Regal is known for with the versatility of outboard power, this is our way of rejecting
the notion that form must follow function. Rich in comfort and amenities, the is the perfect
combination of beauty and brawn. Experience the thrill of speed without sacrificing the cockpit
comfort that brings everyone together for the perfect day out on the water. Not subtle in its
power or beauty, the Regal 42 Grande Coupe was designed to escalate what it means to indulge
in ultimate entertainment and relaxation. Wherever your desired destination, reach it in ultimate
comfort and confidence with the Regal 28 Express. Along the journey, relax and enjoy the ride
thanks to the thoughtful cockpit layout and expansive cabin space down below. Experience
grand adventure with the Regal 26 Express. Superior functionality joined with unparalleled
comfort from top to bottom. With the unlimited versatility of the cockpit seating and a generous
salon in the forward berth complete with an entertainment center and full-sized aft berth, this
bold cruiser leaves out nothing. Elevate your journey to the next level with the LS4C. You may
have entered incorrect information or the server is temporarily down. Please reload this page
and try again later. Back Explore View All. Back Types View All. Unpowered Boats Kayaks
Dinghies. Personal Watercraft Personal Watercraft. Back Research. Reviews Boats Engines and
Parts. How-to Maintenance Buying and Selling Seamanship. Back Services. Boats PWCs. Boats
for Sale View All. Or select country. Search Advanced Search. Personal Watercraft for Sale View
All. Find out more. Save This Boat. Regal 36 Grande Coupe Regal 38 Grande Coupe Sponsored
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Boats By Condition. Moreâ€¦ YEAR BUILT Any year built max Any to. Advanced Search. Sort By
Back. View Results. Filter Boats By Back. Boat Type. Power Browse all Classes Back. Browse
all Models Back. Browse all Countries Back. Peruse the wide variety of hardwood flooring
options we have available here with Horizen Flooring. Flooring brands and products listed not
limited to the following. For more information on our hardwood flooring products, call today.
Hickory reinvented in six unique color tones that were chosen for design versatility. Six modern
color tones in birch chosen to match neutral design trends and motifs. Five neutral colors
compatible to all interior styles. The Ultra Matte finish strengthens its coastal distressed
character. American Backroads shines a spotlight on the uniquely raw and weathered character
of reclaimed wood and celebrates the rugged American frontier that continues to hold our
country together. Inspired by the old world use of reclaimed hardwoods. The Luxe collection
embodies the distressed character of this style, complete with knots, cracks, and time-worn
distressing. Traditional with a modern twist, and a unique combination of high-design and
affordability. This collection features two finishes and a subtle wirebrushed look. With a high
sheen and a delicate scrape, this upscale collection mirrors simple and natural modern design
in variable width planks to capture the natural integrity of wood flooring. Like a fine wine, the Su
Vino collection offers a more refined look with very subtle notes of character. Smooth and
subdued, it adds an elegant, contemporary look to your home. This bold collection features a
hickory wear layer with an elegant hand-scraped finish. Combining a vibrant edgy feel with rich
colors and textures creates a one of a kind domestic exotic look. Product listed not limited to
the following. Horizen Flooring is your locally owned turn-key flooring provider dedicated to
providing and installing the highest quality hardwood flooring, vinyl flooring, laminate flooring,
carpet flooring, tile flooring, and resilient flooring varieties to the greater Austin Texas area,
including Lakeway, Dripping Springs, Kyle, Manor, Round Rock, Cedar Park, Georgetown,
Liberty Hills, Horseshoe Bay and more. Skip to content. Curator Four classically versatile tones
on durable hand-scraped hickory. Olde Time â€” Special Edition Reminiscent of heirloom floors
in rustic plantation homes, this traditional, yet comfortable collection, features wide hickory
planks which highlight the classic elegance of each warm color. Four colors in herringbone,
parquet, and subway tile patterns, all with a custom look. Collection available in limited stock.
Check with a Horizen Flooring representative on stock availability before ordering. Wishing you
the best of luck in your search for your new flooring. Ste C71 Austin, Texas Horizen Flooring
â€” Products Offered Contact. Advanced Search. This stunning ship will be one of the largest in
the fleet and offer cruisers a bevy of new and exciting entertainment options. The ship will also
have her very own TV studio, where passengers can attend a taping of a cooking
demonstration, comedy act or magic show, all of which will be broadcast onto the televisions in
every stateroom. Princess Cruises offers a wide array of cruising destinations, as well as a
Cruisetour program that is revered in the cruising industry. This impressive selection includes
over itineraries reaching over ports all across the world. Whether cruise to take in the beautiful
fall foliage of Canada and New England or a splendid voyage to sunny Tahiti, Princess Cruises
can offer you a great value with an exceptional experience. If you enjoy the beauty of autumn, or
feel that the colors of fall stimulate and inspire youâ€”choose a cruise to Canada and New
England. When you choose a cruise to the Caribbean, you can expect a sun-laden and tranquil
tropical experience. Adventures in the rainforest and sunny beach days at Princess Caysâ€”two
pieces of the perfect Eastern Caribbean cruise. You can find everything from castles to crepes,
and villas to Van Gogh on a European cruise vacation. From the culinary magic of the Greek
Isles to the serenity of the Amalfi Coast, cruising to the Mediterranean is like a dream. Thrilling
Old World tales, the history of the great czars and fairytale castles await you on a Princess
cruise to Northern Europe. From coast to coast, take in the ocean breeze and interesting ports
of call that come along with a Transatlantic Cruise. Investigate Mayan ruins and rough it
off-road in the tropical paradise that comes along with a Western Caribbean cruise. Princess
Cruises has one of the most extensive set of sailings. They also have cruises that sail from
smaller, more exotic ports like Kobe in Japan and Valparaiso in Chile. Learn about the Greek
gods and the early philosophy of Socrates when you visit the incredible ruins left in Athens,
Greece. At night, go out and take in the culture with the modern Athenians. A cruise to

Civitavecchia is a chance for you to hop a quick train to Rome and explore the enormous
history through ruins, galleries and The Vatican museums. Discover imaginative architecture,
impressive Spanish dishes and beautiful excursions into nature when you cruise to Barcelona,
the capital of Catalonia. Choose this enhanced version of a Balcony stateroom with more space
and a comfortable sofa bed. Enjoy a larger balcony with more room to view the beautiful
scenery as you sail from destination to destination and take in the ocean breeze for a wonderful
and romantic evening or morning. This stateroom also includes some of the amenities offered
in a Mini-Suite stateroom. This cabin has an obstructed view balcony from which to enjoy the
fresh sea air. Larger than a Deluxe Balconcy Suite. This impressive stateroom offers the added
indulgence of a balcony and gives you more space than a standard stateroom. Enjoy your own
private outdoor space with a table, two chairs, and a relaxing view of the inspiring scenery
surrounding you, whether a beautiful sunset over the ocean or a new city to explore. It's also
perfect to enjoy cocktails before dinner or a leisurely breakfast. These staterooms are the
perfect place to recharge your batteries. Our most affordable option, featuring two twin beds or
a queen-size bed. Other amenities include a refrigerator, hair dryer, TV, closet and bathroom
with shower. A premium stateroom category featuring our best located Mini-Suite staterooms,
as well as the great amenities found in all Mini-Suites plus premier dining benefits and luxurious
perks. Each night, enjoy Club Class Dining, an exclusive dining area featuring expedited seating
with no wait, expanded menu options, dedicated wait staff and tableside preparations. Other
amenities include priority embarkation and disembarkation, a complimentary one-time wine
set-up and so much more! Choose a luxurious Mini-Suite with balcony which is substantially
larger than a Balcony stateroom and receive a complimentary welcome glass of Champagne.
Mini-Suites include a separate sitting area with sofa bed, premium bathroom amenities and two
flat-panel televisions. For families or groups needing a little extra space, Mini-Suites offer an
appealing and affordable option. Penthouse Suite features a spacious cabin and balcony. Enjoy
exclusive suite-only upgrades and benefits. Surrounding you with deluxe accommodations, a
spacious Suite with balcony includes all the amenities of a Club Class Mini-Suite, plus
incredible premiums. Enjoy more living space, a sofa bed and separate seating areas, and
wonderfully enhanced amenities that range from priority embarkation and disembarkation to a
complimentary mini-bar setup in suite and so much more. A lot has changed since the days of
the Love Boat. Check out this photo gallery of what a Princess ship looks like in the 21 st
century. Learn about Princess Cruises' handicap accessible cruise ships and accommodations
for guests with special needs, disabilities or mobility restrictions. Enjoy Princess Cruises'
onboard entertainment, including Movies Under the Stars, stage shows, dancing, karaoke,
comedy shows, casino games, bars and lounges. Engage in Princess Cruises' onboard
activities, including movie nights, ScholarShip classes, pools, hot tubs, poolside activities,
sports courts, art auctions, ship tours, duty-free shops and more. Learn how Princess Cruises
takes care of your every need with an extensive list of onboard services. Plus, view Princess
Cruises' awards. Relax with a massage, facial, pedicure or Botox, or get a workout with a gym
class. From holidays to weddings, make your Princess Cruises vacation even more special by
celebrating at sea. Explore Princess Cruises' premium staterooms, including suite, balcony,
oceanview and inside staterooms. Princess Cruises' family- and mini-suites give you room to
spread out. Learn about cruising with children aboard Princess Cruises. With an overwhelming
world of choices, we understand you may need some personal assistance to plan your perfect
vacation. From finding the right destination to choosing the best departure date, we're here to
help. Plus, our experienced travel consultants have access to exclusive vacation deals to make
sure you get the best value for your time and money. Follow our social media and blog for the
latest cruise and travel news, including our best vacation deals. Cruise Destination. Cruise Date.
Cruising Free Consultation Why Cruise? Already Booked? Mark as favorite Unmark favorite.
Expert guidance for your cruise vacation! Cruise Type. Regal Princess Overview. SeaWalk
Princess Cruises gives you the opportunity to walk on water with their amazing SeaWalk
feature. This is a glass walkway that is feet above the water below. The walkway juts 28 feet
over the edge of the ship as well, so when you look straight down you see the ocean below.
This incredible walkway is sure to knock your socks off. Balconies Regal Princess has done
away with oceanview staterooms. All outside rooms on this ship include a balcony. Experience
the fresh sea breeze in the morning and catch the sunset while wearing your robe - all from your
delightful balcony. With a couple pools, the larger-than-ever Movies Under the Stars screen and
now a light, sound and fountain show, you may never want to go to your stateroom. Free Cruise
Planning. Personal Quote. Regal Princess Cruise Destinations Princess Cruises offers a wide
array of cruising destinations, as well as a Cruisetour program that is revered in the cruising
industry. Eastern Caribbean. Europe Cruisetours. Northern Europe. Western Caribbean. Piraeus
Athens , Greece. Civitavecchia Rome , Italy. Barcelona, Spain. Fort Lauderdale Port Everglades ,

Florida. Southampton, England. Regal Princess Deck Plans. Emerald Deck. Dolphin Deck.
Caribe Deck. Baja Deck. Aloha Deck. Riviera Deck. Marina Deck. Lido Deck. Regal Princess
Staterooms. Regal Princess Itineraries. Search Cruises. Learn More About Princess Cruises.
Onboard Activities. Special Events. Youth Programs. Reset Criteria OK. We Make Vacation
Planning Easy With an overwhelming world of choices, we understand you may need some
personal assistance to plan your perfect vacation. Call today and experience a World of Choices
Made Easy! Free Vacation Planning. Need Help? Connect With Us. Blog Monthly Newsletter.
Subscribe to Email Deals. X Login to My Cruise Web. Your Email Address Submit Reset. Review
for Regal Princess to Caribbean - Western. First time sailing with Princess and it will not be the
last! I loved the Regal Princess it was a beautiful well kept ship and the crew was very friendly
and attentive. From day one the vacation was great! Ocean Ready made embarkation a very
smooth quick process. I loved the Ocean Medallion app for finding the people travelling with
you, we used this feature multiple times a day all week Read More. Princess is great. This was
our 4th and we have the next one planned. Great way to celebrate and relax. The entertainment
and wait staff was amazing. Cannot wait until our next one. Our room was clean and the
turndown service was great. There were chocolates on the pillows every night. We have not
cruised on Princess for over ten years and that was on the Emerald Princess when we were
totally new to cruising. We did not plan any excursions My medallion did not work very well it
rarely let me into my room ,the apps were not working for me ,I had the medallion changed and
reset but never really worked. However to be fair I I chose this cruise for the specific period of
time I had available and the port it departed from. It started off great. The embarkment went very
smoothly. When I got to my cabin it was clean and ready for my husband and me. Our cabin
porter, Tom, was wonderful. Any requests we had he took care of in a timely manner. There was
plenty of closet space for clothes,shoes and so on. This was only our second cruise so writing
from limited experience. We are a couple in our 50's and celebrated our 35th anniversary on this
cruise. Embarkation was smooth and we had no problem getting on early and hanging out until
our cabin was ready. Ship - the Regal may not be the largest ship out there but it is a big ship.
Our one other previous cruise was on the Celebrity Infinity but The club class dinning was just
amazing. The ship was beautiful, very clean. All of the personell were friendly and very helpful
Love Princess cruise lines. The Regal Princess was a beautiful ship. Well maintained.
Embarkation and dis-embarkation was a breeze. We chose anytime dining and visited several
venues for food. Service was great and food, including Horizon Court Buffet was great. Don't
miss the Crab Shack only on certain nights. Oh the King Crab legs. The entertainment was
fantastic, with special visit by the Needed to get away and booked this about 2 months prior to
sailing. Food was
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typical major cruise line: not great, not horrible. My only real complaint was with the scheduling
of activities. We had late dining and there were too many times where we couldn't see the
production shows, go to trivia, or the game shows because of conflicts with dining. We didn't
get off the ship in Cabo. We took Great ship even better with the Medallion now. Boarded in 10
minutes, internet very fast, staff found me to deliver drinks, could chat and locate our friends,
amazing addition. The buffet was plentiful with so many selections, dinner always good and
gelato was great. I recommend the Oceans Terrace bar Sushi or Lobster over egg salad as a
light lunch. Was superb for a nominal fee. Staff very Find a Cruise. Facebook Pinterest Twitter.
See all photos. Cruiser Rating. We plan to take an Alaskan cruise in the near future and decided
to try a Princess Show more filters. Any Destination Destination. Any Ship Ship. Search Deals.
Email me when prices drop. Show more. Take our survey.

